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In June 1940, secret communications warned of possible surprise

attack and referred to a scheme to evacuate European women and
children.  While, with hindsight, it was timely, there was no shortage
of critics at the time.  Leading British citizens like Stanley Dodwell
and Henry Pollock objected to the arrangement, seen by many British
as an unnecessary precaution.  Its racist nature was criticized by the
Legislative Council and many others.  The Economist called it "a grave
blunder" as it implied that "the Colony was in peril from attack or
starvation, in which case a few thousand individuals of British
parentage should not have been given an advantage over some 600,000
or 700,000 of Chinese or mixed race in finding sanctuary."

Despite all protests,
i t  went as planned,
though later on, some
efforts were made to
evacuate "wives and
children of Chinese
residents with record of
service. . . thought to
jus t i fy  except ional
treatment."  At any rate,
practically all ethnic
B r i t i s h  b o y s  w e r e
evacuated.  Because of
this, Scout membership stayed flat in 1940m, as gains from groups
formed or revived at St. Stephen's, Min Kiu, Chiu Chow, St. Louis,
Tak Ming, and Munsang�� !"#were just enough to offset losses
from troops at Murray, St. John's Cathedral, Stanley and the Garrison
(Figure 5).  Halward reported a total which remained "exactly the same
as last year."  The only British formation left seemed to be the Rover
Scouts with the military and the Deep Sea Scouts with the navy,
including Rev. L. Sherley-Price, their fleet commissioner.
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In 1941, the movement again registered robust growth.  In May,

the New Territories was separated out as a third district, headed by
Chan Fook-hong, a Scoutmaster from Wah Yan College. In November,
the association held its last prewar annual meeting, in Governor Mark
Young's first appearance,
when it was noted that
membership grew 34% to
reach 1,542.  New or
revived groups included
two churches (St. Paul's
and Rosary), vernacular
schools such as Kwong
Wah�� !, Chung Wah
�� !, Kiu Kwong��
��, Fong Lam�� !,
Man Fan�� !, South
China�� !, Ming Sang
�� !, Wah Nam�� !,
Tai Tung�� !, Canton
University Middle School
�� !"#, Ling Tung�� !, and the renumbered rural ones at Shun
Tat=�� !, Cheung Chau�� !, Kwong Pui�� !at Tai Po Tsai,
Fanling�� !, Fung Kai�� !at Sheung Shui, Pok Man�� !,
Wing On�� !at Yuen Long, Yeurk Ying�� !, and Yeurk Yin��
��.  This list is significant: most new groups were from Chinese
vernacular and rural schools.  Just before the war, Hong Kong Scouting
finally became fully indigenized(Figure 6).  Perhaps more significantly,
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it had also substantively broken the indirect "class" barrier, as
symbolized by the participation of many Chinese boys from outside
the few churches and top government and mission schools.
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By this time, in view of the common enemy and large influxes of

schools from China, dual loyalty in Hong Kong Scouting was tolerated
if not embraced.   One manifestation of this shift in policy was the
inclusion of symbols of Chinese nationalism in local Scouting events.
In the St. George's Day rally in
1939, Northcote’s arrival was
followed by hoisting of the
Union Jack and the Chinese
flag and renewal of the Scouts'
Promise in Chinese (Figure 7).
Verbal  his tory from old
Scouters who were youth
members at the time also
confirms that some troops were
allowed to raise British and
Chinese flags on alternate
weekly meetings.

With protection afforded by an ordinance, Scout Troops could
not be set up in Hong Kong without the local association's approval.
But many pro-Nationalist schools (overseas Chinese schools ��)
maintained dual registrations of the schools and their Scout Troops
with both Chinese and Hong Kong authorities.  This was conceptually
analogous to dual citizenship, and, as suggested in another context by
Valerie Preston et al, could be viewed as "a measure of convenience
rather than commitment that debases and undermines the very currency
of belonging."  In an earlier colonial context, even Clementi, a staunch
supporter of Scouting for the Chinese, was opposed to it. However,
just as dual citizenship was to become increasingly if grudgingly
accepted years later in some countries, dual registration of Scout Troops
was permitted in Hong Kong in the late 1930s, given the need to
mobilize a large number of Chinese boys for the defense efforts.

Many schools in China migrated south to the relative safety of
Hong Kong, and the number of private unaided secondary schools
soared from six in 1936, to eighty-two in 1937, and one-hundred-and-
seven in 1938. Many of these had Scout Troops registered in China.
Simultaneously, colonial attitudes softened, given the strategic need
to cooperate with China.  Dual registration became officially accepted
if not openly encouraged.  Many troops in pro-Nationalist schools
maintained links with both Scout associations, a practice that was
confirmed by Halward after the War, when he acknowledged that
some troops were "registered both with the Chinese Government and
with the British Scout Headquarters, H.K. before the war."  Tak Ming
Middle School �� !"#, founded in the 1930s, is illustrative.
Just as it was registered both with the Committee on Overseas
Chinese Affairs�� !"#$ in China and the Hong Kong
Education Department, its Scout Group was recognized by both Scout
associations.  Like other activities in the school, Scouting was subjected
to the same "partyization," with emphasis on anti-communism and
loyalty to the Nationalist party.  But Tak Ming troops also participated
in colonial Scout gatherings such as the St. George's Day rally in 1939.
By 1941, Tak Ming had three troops, making it one of the largest school
sponsors in the colony.
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